The goal of this paper is to show how to accomplish a more enjoyable and enthusiastic dialogue through the analysis of human-to-human conversational dialogues. We first created a conversational dialogue corpus annotated with two types of tags: one type indicates the particular aspects of the utterance itself, while the other indicates the degree of enthusiasm. We then investigated the relationship between these tags. Our results indicate that affective and cooperative utterances are significant to enthusiastic dialogue.
Introduction
For a non-task-oriented conversational dialogue system (e.g. home robots), we should strive for a dialogue strategy that is both enjoyable and enthusiastic, as well as efficient. Many studies have been conducted on efficient dialogue strategies (Walker et al., 1998; Litman et al., 2000; Komatani et al., 2002) , but it is not clear how to accomplish a more "human-like enthusiasm" for a conversational dialogue. The goal of this paper is to show the types of utterances that contribute to enthusiasm in conversational dialogues.
Corpus Annotation
We created a conversational corpus annotated with two types of tags: one type indicates particular aspects of the utterance itself, while the other indicates the degree of enthusiasm in the dialogue. This section describes our corpus and tagging scheme in detail.
Corpus Collection
As a result of previous works, several conversational dialogue corpora have been collected with various settings (Graff and Bird, 2000; TSENG, 2001) . The largest conversational dialogue corpus is the Switchboard Corpus, which consists of about 2400 conversational English dialogues between two unfamiliar speakers over the telephone on one of 70 topics (e.g. pets, family life, education, gun control, etc.).
Our corpus was collected from face-to-face interaction between two unfamiliar speakers. The reasons were 1) face-to-face interaction increases the number of enthusiastic utterances, relative to limited conversational channel interaction such as over the telephone; 2) the interaction between unfamiliar speakers reduces the enthusiasm resulting from unobserved reasons during the recording; 3) the exchange in a twoparty dialogue will be simpler than that of a multiparty dialogue.
We created a corpus containing ten conversational dialogues that were spoken by an operator (thirties, female) and one of ten subjects (twenties to sixties, equal numbers of males and females). Before beginning the recording session, the subject chose three cards from fifteen cards on the following topics:
Food, Travel, Sport, Hobbies, Movies, Prizes, TV Programs, Family, Books, School, Music, Pets, Shopping, Recent Purchases, Celebrities
Straying from the selected topic was permitted, because these topic cards were only ever intended as a prompt to start the dialogue. Thus, we collected ten dialogues, each about 20 minutes long. For convenience, in this paper, we refer to the operator as speaker1, and the subject as speaker2.
Annotation of DAs and RRs

Definition of tagging scheme
Dialogue Acts (DAs) and Rhetorical Relations (RRs) are well-known tagging schemes for annotating an utterance or a sentence. DAs are tags that pertain to the function of an utterance itself, while RRs indicate the relationship between sentences or utterances. We adopted both tags to allow us to analyze the aspects of utterances in various ways, but adapted them slightly for our particular needs.
The DA annotations were based on SWBD-DAMSL and MRDA (Jurafsky et al., 1997; Dhillon et al., 2004) . The SWBD-DAMSL is the DA tagset for labeling a conversational dialogue. The Switchboard Corpus mentioned above was annotated with SWBD-DAMSL. On the other hand, MRDA is the DA tagset for labeling the dialogue of a meeting between multiple participants. Table 1 shows the correspondence between SWBD-DAMSL/MRDA and our DAs 1 . We describe some of the major adaptations below. The tags pertaining to questions: In SWBD-DAMSL and MRDA, the tags pertaining to questions were classified by the type of their form (e.g. Wh-question). We re-categorized them into request and confirm in terms of the "act" for Japanese. The RR annotations were based on the rhetorical relation defined in Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988; Stent and Allen, 2000) . Our RR definition was based only on informational level relation defined in RST because we annotated the intentional level with DAs. Table 2 shows the correspondence between the informational relation of RST and our RRs. We describe some of the major adaptations below. Subdivide evaluation: The evaluation reflects the degree of enthusiasm in the dialogue, so we di- 1 The tags listed in italics are based on SWBD-DAMSL while those in boldface are based on MRDA. 
Add addition relation:
The RRs initially represent the structure of the written text, segmented into clause-like units. Therefore, they do not cover those cases in which one clause is uttered by one speaker, but communicatively completed by another. So, we added an addition to our RRs. The following is an example of addition.
speaker A: the lunch in our company cafeteria speaker B: is good value for money
We defined 16 RRs as a result of these adaptations.
Context: The father of speaker2 likes watching movies, and so established a home theater system in their living room. 
Annotation of DAs and RRs
DAs and RRs are annotated using the MMAX2 Annotation Tool 2 (Muller and Strube, 2003) . Step 1. Utterance Segmentation: All the utterances in the dialogue are segmented into DA segments, each of which we define as an utterance. In Figure 1 , the utterance is surrounded with a square. In this step, we also eliminated backchannels from the exchange.
Step 2. Annotation of DAs: DAs are annotated to all utterances. In those cases in which one DA alone cannot represent an utterance, two or more DAs are used (see Figure 1 line 2).
Step 3. Annotation of Adjacency Pairs: Adjacency pairs (APs) are labeled. An AP consists of two utterances where each part is produced by a different speaker. In Figure 1 , the solid and dotted lines correspond to links between the APs.
Step 4. Annotation of RRs: RRs on APs are labeled. A solid line indicates an AP that is labeled with RRs, while a dotted line indicates an AP that is not labeled with RRs. If a single RR cannot represent the type of the relationship, two or more RRs are used. Wrede and Shriberg, 2003a) . In their method, a rater judges involvement (agreement, disagreement, other) or Not especially involved or Don't Know, by listening to each utterance without the context of the dialogue. In the experiment, nine raters provided ratings on 45 utterances. Inter-rater agreement between Involved and Not especially involved yielded a Kappa of κ=.59 (p<.01), but 13 of the 45 utterances (28.9%) were rated as Don't Know by at least one of the raters. For automatic detection, it is certainly effective to rate Involvement without context. However, the results indicate that it is quite difficult to recognize Involvement from a single utterance. Moreover, the fluctuation of Involvement can not be recognized by this method because Involvement is categorized into five categories only.
Annotation of Enthusiasm
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Our Method of Annotating Enthusiasm
In this section, we propose a method for evaluating the degree of enthusiasm. We describe the process for evaluating the degree of enthusiasm.
Step 1. Rating the score of enthusiasm for POD A rater estimates a score of the enthusiasm corresponding to the part of dialogue (POD), which is a series of five utterances. As mentioned above, the backchannels are not regarded as utterances. In Figure 2 , S i denotes the score for the enthusiasm of P OD i . The value of the score can be from 10 to 90. We did not give any definitions or examples to rate the enthusiasm, a rater estimated a score based on their subjective determination.
Step 2. Calculate the score of enthusiasm for an utterance
The score of enthusiasm for an utterance U i is given by the average of the scores of the PODs that contain utterance U i .
Step 3. Calculate the degree of enthusiasm for an utterance and an adjacency pair
In this paper, we deal with all the degrees of enthusiasm as a normalized score, which we call Enthusiasm, because different raters may have different absolute levels of enthusiasm. Then, Enthusiasm for U i is given as follows:
where
n denotes the number of utterances in the dialogue.
In addition, Enthusiasm for AP i is given by the average of Enthusiasms of the utterances where are AP i .
E(AP
U j and U k denote the utterances in AP i .
Estimation of Annotated Corpus
Reliability of DAs and RRs
We examined the inter-annotator reliability for two annotators 3 for DAs, RRs and APs, using four dialogues mentioned above. Before the start of the investigation, one annotator segmented a dialogue into utterances. The number of segmented utterances was 697. The annotaters annotated them as described in steps 2 to 4 of Section 2.2.2.
DAs annotation:
We can not apply the Kappa statistics since it cannot be applied to multiple tag annotations. We then apply formula 4 to examine the reliability.
ag. = (Agreed DAs) × 2 T otal of DAs annotated by A1andA2
×100 (4) The result of agreement was 1542 DAs (65.5%) from a total of 2355 DAs. The major reasons for the disagreement were as follows.
• Disagreement of subjective/objective ... 124(15.3%)
• Disagreement of request/confirm ... 112(13.8%)
• Disagreement of partial/whole ... 72(8.9%)
Building APs: We examined the agreement of building APs between utterances. The result of agreement was 536 APs (85.2%) from the total of the 629 APs that were built by the annotators. This result shows that the building of APs is reliable.
RRs annotation:
We also examined the agreement of RRs annotation. We applied formula 5 to this examination.
ag. = (Agreed RRs) × 2 T otal of RRs annotated by A1andA2
×100 (5) As a result, we found agreement for 576 RRs (59.6%) out of a total of 967 RRs. Figure 3 : Enthusiasm of dialogue of speaker1 and speaker2(thirties,female)
Estimation Context Influence on the rating of Enthusiasm
In order to examine the influence of the context on the rating of Enthusiasm, one rater noted Enthusiasm under two conditions: 1) Listening to PODs randomly, and 2) Listening to PODs sequentially as dialogue. Table 3 shows the correlation between the random rating and the sequential rating. The correlation coefficient was calculated for the Enthusiasm of each of the two participants. The "speaker1" shows the correlation of the Enthusiasm rated as speaker1, and "speaker2" shows the correlation of the Enthusiasm rated as speaker2. This was found to be approximately 0.9 in both cases. These results show that Enthusiasm can be estimated stably and that the context has little influence.
Relationship between DAs/RRs and Enthusiasm
We investigated the relationship between DAs/RRs and Enthusiasm, using four dialogues. The DAs/RRs corpus annotated by A1 was used in this analysis because A1 is one of the authors of this paper and has a better knowledge of the DAs and RRs tagging scheme than A2. The Enthusiasm corpus annotated by R3 was used because we found that R4 rated Enthusiasm based on non-subjective reasons: after the examination of the rating, R4 said that speaker1 spoke enthusiastically but that it seemed unnatural because speaker1 had to manage the recording of the dialogue, which appears in the results as speaker1's Enthusiasm as annotated by R4 as a notable difference (see Figure 3) . Figure 4 and 5 show the ratio of the frequency of DAs and RRs in each of the levels of Enthusiasm over a range of 0.5. If DAs and RRs were evenly annotated for any level of Enthusiasm, the graph will be completely even. However, the graph shows the right side as being higher if the DAs and RRs increase as Enthusiasm increases. Conversely, the graph shows the left side as being higher if the DAs and RRs fall as Enthusiasm increases. The number in Figure 4 and 5 indicates the average Enthusiasm for each DA and RR. If the average is positive, it means that the frequency of the DAs and RRs is high in that part in which Enthusiasm is positive. In contrast, if the average is negative, it means that the frequency of the DAs and RRs is high in that part in which Enthusiasm is negative.
We determined the following two points about the tendency of the DAs frequency. Tendency of subjective and objective DAs: The ratio of the frequency of those DAs related to subjective elements tends to increase as Enthusiasm increases (see *1 in Figure 4 ). In contrast, the ratio of the frequency of those DAs pertaining to objective matters tends to decrease (see *2 in Figure  4 ) or equilibrate as Enthusiasm increases (see *3 in Figure 4 ) . We can thus conclude that those exchanges related to subjective elements increases in the enthusiastic dialogue, but those related to objective elements decrease or equilibrate.
Tendency of affective DAs:
The ratio of the frequency of those DAs related to the affective contents tends to increase as Enthusiasm increases (see *4 in Figure 4 ). However, express admiration, which is also related to affective contents, tends to decrease (see *5 in Figure 4 ). We then analyzed several instances of admiration. As a result, we found that the prosodic characteristic of admiration utterance will cause this tendency.
Furthermore, we noted the following two points about the tendency of the RRs frequency.
Tendency of additional utterances:
The ratio of the frequency of addition, which completes the Figure 5 ). Figure  6 shows a dialogue example. There are addition relations between lines 1 and 2. This shows that the participant makes an utterance cooperatively by completing the other's utterances in enthusiastic dialogues. Such cooperative utterance is a significant component of enthusiastic dialogues.
Tendency of positive evaluation:
The ratio of the frequency of positive evaluation tends to increase at lower Enthusiasm and higher Enthusiasm (see *7 in Figure 5 ). We analyzed some instances of Context:About a hamster and its exercise instrument. 1 speaker2: two hamsters run together in their exercise wheel 2 speaker2: they run up and down and side by side 3 speaker1: but surely they can t they run together if they aren t 4 speaker2: exactly 5 speaker2: one gets carried along if it stops when the other continues to run 6 speaker1: is it? does it lean forward? getting along very well? 7 speaker2: yes 8 speaker2: sometimes it falls out 9 speaker1: that s so cute Figure 7 : Example of positive evaluation positive evaluation, we then found that the speaker tries to arouse the dialogue by an utterance of positive evaluation at lower Enthusiasm, and the speaker summarizes the previous discourse with a positive evaluation at higher Enthusiasm. Figure  7 shows an example of positive evaluation in the enthusiastic dialogue. In this case, speaker1 ex-presses positive evaluation on line 9 about the element on line 8. The utterance on line 9 also has the function of expressing an overall positive evaluation of the previous discourse.
Conclusion and Future Research
We analyzed the relationship between utterances and the degree of enthusiasm in human-to-human conversational dialogue. We first created a conversational dialogue corpus annotated with two types of tags: DAs/RRs and Enthusiasm. The DA and RR tagging scheme was adapted from the definition given in a previous work, and an Enthusiasm tagging scheme is proposed. Our method of rating Enthusiasm enables the observation of the fluctuation of Enthusiasm, which enables the detailed analysis of the relationship between utterances and Enthusiasm. The result of the analysis shows the frequency of objective and subjective utterances related to the level of Enthusiasm. We also found that affective and cooperative utterances are significant in an enthusiastic dialogue.
In this paper, we only analyzed the relationship between DAs/RRs and Enthusiasm, but we expect the non-linguistic-feature related with Enthusiasm so that we would analyze the relationship in future research. And, we try to achieve more reliable annotation by reviewing our tagging scheme. Furthermore, we would apply the results of the analysis to our conversational dialogue system.
